Hickory Mountain Chimney & Masonry
2020 Pricing List
*Hickory Mountain accepts all types of payment. (Cash, Personal Checks & Credit Cards)*

Service Call: Consult on chimney problems; estimate for any repairs. Includes a 30 minute to hour consultation and travel time.
*$125.00*

Chimney Sweep: Includes NFPA Level 1 Inspection with no
video documentation. Sweep includes chimney, smoke chamber, smoke
shelf and firebox. For woodstoves & coal appliances, sweep includes basic vacuuming of woodstove or appliance. Doesn’t include removal of
parts to sweep areas needed, such as catalytic combustors and combustion chambers. Any addition fee will be quoted at time of sweep. For oil/
gas burners/furnaces, sweep includes chimney and connector pipe. Consultations on any repairs, if needed, or recommendations are included.
Price covers sweeps taking up to 1 hour. Price is per appliance.
*$225.00 + tax for new customers*

Roto Clean & Chemical Treatment: For glazed creosote.
*$350.00/first hour*
*$175.00/ each additional hour*

Fireplace Restoration: Average consultation time at job site is
1-3 hours depending. Estimate includes; determining if chimney needs
liner, measuring hearth and mantel clearances, sizing fireplace to chimney flue to ensure proper venting, ect.
*$100.00/hour*

Chim-Scan Evaluation: Includes NFPA Level ll Inspection
with written report and photos for chimney structure.
*$275.00*

CrownSeal: Long-term solution, if applicable, to stop water intrusion.
*$15.00/sq. ft.*
*$160.00 minimum*

Water Proofing Application: Masonry Saver
*$10.00/ sq. ft.*
*$160.00 minimum*

Chamber-Tech Application: Includes a throat damper removal and removal of the top course of bricks to provide access to smoke
chamber. (Properly sized top-sealing damper will be required at additional cost.)
*$600.00 minimum*

**Installation Charges**
*Prices quoted here are installation prices only. Product costs are additional.*
Dampers:
$200.00
Chase Covers:
$200.00 & up
Chimney Caps; 8”x 8”/ D-Cap:
$150.00
Chimney Caps; Modular, E-Cap, Custom Sizes: $200.00 & up
Screening; Stainless Steel Expanded Metal:
$200.00 & up

